Graphs are a powerful and versatile tool useful for representing pattems in various fields of science and engineering. In many applications, for example, in image processing and pattem rccognition, it is required to measure the similarity of objects for clustering similar patterns. In this paper a new structural method for representing a cluster of graphs is proposed. Using this method it becomes easy to extract the common information shared in the pattems of a cluster, make evident this information and separate it from noise and distortions that usually affect graph representation of real images.
INTRODUCTION
Attributed graphs Qraphs, in the following) are a powerful and versatile tool useful in various fields of science and engineering. There are applications, for example, in image proccssing,pattern recognition, in which a structural representation of the patterns is particularly suitable. In those cases the representation of pattems by graph is extremely convenient [1,1 I]. A central problem in artificial vision is to perform a chistering, of a given set of object, i.e. to identify natural groupings in sets of the input patterns. If graphs are used for the representation of structured objects, then grouping similar objects becomes equivalent to find those graphs that are similar to each other in a set of graphs. Many graph clustering methods are known from the literature [5,7,9,1 I]. In many artificial vision applications, a cluster is composed of many distorted versions of the same object. lo these cases the information contained in the cluster ir the original object itself, while the noise of the cluster are all the deformations of the distorted objects. When graph clustering is performed and a grouping is achieved, a vely interesting question is how to represent the information contained in each cluster. If pattems are represented by vectors, cluster representation is a well known problem and many possibilities have heen exploited [6] . The representation of a cluster of graphs is an open problem; it has been studied since a few year [7, 9] . In this paper a new method for representing clusters of graphs is proposed. A cluster of graphs will he described by a graph that is. in general, different from all the graphs of the given cluster. This graph, called the Weighted Minimum Common Supergraph, WMCS, of the cluster, is a graph summarizing all (and only) the properties of all the graphs belonging to the cluster. Moreover weights indicating the frequency of each property in the cluster are added during the C O~~S~N Ction process, obtaining a weighted graph in which the frequency of each property is know. The main advantage of using WMCS is that the structural information contained into the cluster is preserved and it is also easy to separate this information from noise. The main contribution of this paper is a formal definition of WMCS and an approximate procedure for its computation. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec.2, definitions are introduced. In Sec.3 anew approach for representing a cluster of graphs is proposed. In Sec.4 approximate methods are discussed, while experimental results are reported in Sec.5. Finally future work is discussed and some conclusions are drawn in Sec.6.
DEFlNlTIONS
A graph isomorphism is a bijective mapping between the nodes of two graphs that have the same number of nodes, identical labels and identical edge structure. Similarly. a subgraph isomorphism between two graphs g , and g2 is an isomorphism between g , and a subgraph ofg2.
Minimum Common Supergraph of two graphs g, and g2, MCS (g,,g2 ), is a supergraph of both g, and g, and has, among all those supergraphs, the minimum number of nodes. Notice that both mcs(g,,gJ and MCS(g,,g>) are not necessarily unique for two given graphs. The difrerence between g2 and a subgraph g,, g2 -g, is obtained by removing g, from g2, including edges connecting g, with the rest of the graph. These edges are called the embedding of g, in g2, E = emb(g,,g,). The union of g , and g2 including E, g,uE g2 is a graph composed of the graphs g, and g2, joined by the edges in E. In [4] more details are given above these definitions and formal proof of the following theorem has been given. Theorem 2.1: Let g, and g, be graphs. Then where E,=emb(mcs(g,g?),g,) and E,=enzb(mcs (g,,g2),g2) ~ The computation of mcs is a NP-complete problem. Several algorithms for mcs are known from literature. In this paper we will use a version of McGregor algorithm [IO] . Theorem 2.1 shows a way how MCS can be actually computed for two given graphs g, and g,, 
Def 2.5: Let g he a WMCS(G). A WMCS,,(C)
, is a subgraph of g containing all the nodes of g whose weight is at least p and all edges of g having weight at least p. that connect those nodes in V having weight at least p.
OPTIMAL CLUSTER REPRESENTATION
Let G be a set of n graphs. We suppose that each graph of G is extracted from the same image with different distortions, due, for instance, to a not optimal system for graph extraction. The graphs of this set are different instances of the same pattern and we call this set a cluster. A central problem is to represent a cluster of graphs using a new graph, different from each graph of the cluster.
The WMCS(G) is a suitable instrument for representing a cluster of graphs. It is the smallest graph containing, as subgraph, all the graphs of the cluster. As a consequence it is the smallest graph representing each property appearing in the cluster. According to Def. 2.4, the weight of each node (edge) of WMCS(G) is can be interpreted as the frequency of representation of a node (edge) in the cluster. Another very interesting problem is to extract from the graphs of the cluster those properties that belong to the original image and to separate them from the noise affecting the graphs. The properties of an image represented by a graph can be represented by subgraphs of that graph. In the rest of this section the terms subgraph and property will be used synonymously. The WMCS(G) is a suitable instrument for finding the common properties of a cluster of graphs for several reasons.
-Nodes (edges) of properties present in many different graphs, i.e. information of the cluster, will correspond to nodes (edges) of WMCS(C) having large weights, conversely nodes (edges) of properties present in a few graphs of the cluster, i.e. the noise of the cluster, will correspond to nodes (edges) of having small weights.
-A possibility to separate information from noise is the computation of WMCSJG), where p is a threshold for noise-rejection, The selection of an optimal value for the threshold p is useful to reconstruct the information contained in the cluster. -The common properties summarized in WMCSJG) are also expressed by a weighted graph that can be easily displayed and interpreted by an expert of the underlying domain. The knowledge summarized in WMCSJG) is not hidden, but is interpretable by an expert.
WMCS APPROXIMATIONS
The proposed definition of WMCS is very expensive to compute. Indeed the computation of a WMCS of two graphs is a NP-hard problem. Moreover, the complexity of computing a WMCS of a set of graphs G is also exponential in the number of graphs. Consequently, we propose an approximated procedure compute a WMCS (C). Firstly, each graph of the set G is considered a weighted graph, assigning to each node (edge) the weight the number-of graphs. The computed graph remain a common supergraph, hut in most cases it is not minimal, i.e. it will usually include some extra nodes. It is also possible that the weight of some node doesn't have the proper value, but it is smaller. Indeed, it can happen that a node already present in the graph under construction is not recognized and thus inserted once more. The weight is updated, for each iteration of the procedure, only on one of the two copies of the node, thus some node could have a weight smaller than the real frequency in the cluster. A possibility to reduce the approximation generated by the procedure, is to realize a random search algorithm. The first step is to realize a number n of different orderings 8,,.,.,~?~ of the graphs of the cluster randomly selected (shuffles). For each shufle the procedure WMCS(@ is applied and then the best approximation is chosen.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Let us suppose that the graphs of a cluster G represent an image with different distortions, due, for instance, to a not optimal system used for graph extraction. We want to evaluate the quality of the approximated WMCS for representing the cluster G. The experiments are organized as follows. Firstly the image graph is generated. This graph is a mesh [3, 8] . Meshes are suitable for the representation of 3D image surfaces. In our meshes the number of nodes is fixed to 15, the number of edges is fixed to 22 and the number M of attributes is fixed to 50. The method for generating meshes is explained in details in [2] . A degree of distortion is added to the image graph, obtaining a different graph. This operation is repeated 10 times, thus a cluster G of 10 distorted graphs is obtained. A disfurfion is defined as the substitution of an attribute of a node II -27 (edge) with another attribute of the set, randomly chosen.
Let p he the probability of distortion of a node (edge); the graph distortion is the fraction of distorted nodes (edge). Two experiments have been conducted. In both of them the distortion p has been varied in the range 0. I -0.8; the aim of the first experiment is to quantify the size of the prototype (wmcs) describing the cluster, whilst in our second experimcnt the maximum weight of the prototype is evaluated. Results are in average, each experiment has been repeated 50 times. graph distortion of shuffles, and hrther shuffles, that are very time consuming, do not cause very significant improvements.
CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
In this paper a new method, the WMCS for representing a cluster of graph has been proposed. The main advantage the method is that the structural information contained into the graphs is preserved and that is also easy to separate this information from noise. Due the high complexity of the method, an approximation is proposed. Experiments have been conducted to quantify the behavior of the approximated WMCS on thc variation of the noise of the cluster. Preliminaly tests show that a good approximated WMCS can he used for representing a cluster of graphs and this behavior encourage to produce a deeper analysis. A more precise measure of the performance could he ohtained introducing a more complete model of distortions on the graphs.
